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Aspects of analysis and simulation 

of a wing ditching scenario



Motivation of this study: the flaperon discovery
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“APPENDIX 1.12A-2 - DEBRIS 

EXAMINATION, ITEM 1 – FLAPERON", 

Safety Investigation Report MH370 (9M-

MRO), Direction Générale De 

L’Armement (DGA), Ministère de La 

Défense, Sept. 2015

A ditching scenario strongly

suspected

Left outer flap only trailing edge found

Only three Debris items 100% certain to be from MH370

Right flaperon: analyzed by 
the French Authorities 
(DGA/TA)

Right outer flap and left 
outer flap trailing edge: 
analyzed by the Australian 
Authorities (ATSB)

Right flaperon and inner part of 
right outer flap debris with trailing 

edges missing and wing attachments 
broken off



The case for a violent right wing first impact
Uncontrolled ditching

Drawing by my son, 

Alexander
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Conclusions

➢ The Von Karman water impact theory was modified by suitably redefining the 

added mass estimation and adapting it to a wing-like body with a finite mass under 

ditching.

➢ A simple analytical relation for the hydrodynamic force as a function of horizontal 

and vertical speeds and angle of impact was obtained and validated through 

Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH) water impact simulations.

➢ The existence of an equivalence between inclined ditching and vertical slamming of 

a wing-like body was demonstrated. This allows to drastically reduce the sizes of 

the numerical models for parametric evaluation and the corresponding CPU usage, 

by modelling the sea in the vicinity of the wing (under equivalent slamming) and not 

necessarily all along its trajectory in ditching.

➢ It can have also value in devising simpler and smaller experimental setups for laboratory 

testing of ditching.
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